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HOSPITAL CLASSROOM

It is accompanied by two
teachers, a nursing assistant
and cleaning and
disinfection staff.
It opens its doors from
Monday to Friday from 7 to
4 pm.
Loan toys and teaching
materials for use in the
rooms and daily activities in
which children and
caregivers participate

Provide pedagogical support to
reduce school dropouts.
Promote the emotional well-
being of patients, providing them
with an environment of joy, fun
and distraction.
Reduce children's anxiety and
fear.
Strengthen the cognitive, sensory
and social dimensions of
children.
Create a pleasant and safe
children's space

Leisure, cultural and artistic activities are developed that
create moments of learning, fun, socialization and
entertainment, with the aim of accompanying children's illness
and treatment processes, improving their mood and mental
and emotional health.

The hospital classroom is a space specially designed to offer
recreational and educational support to children in the
children's hospital, especially for those facing prolonged and
recurring stays.

¿How does it work? Classroom Objectives



 SOCIAL IMPACT ANNUALLY 

860
3.216

Activities

Benefited Children

Benefited
Caregivers2.529

“The Hospital Classroom is a learning laboratory to be better human beings, it is
a gift to build and be a better person” -Benefactor

Children from 0 to 15 years
of age from oncology, burns,

nephrology, general
pediatrics and infants

services.

Our Population

Territorial Scope
Projects

Vacation in the Hospital.
Moving my body and my mind.
Magic: Playing I Heal!
Read to Heal.
Wind festival.
My feelings and emotions in the
hospital.
Creative process.
Art: Music to heal. Comfama- Medellin 
Company and shelter: Acompañarte
Corporation
I narrate, I create and I learn.
School of neonates
Creative Word.

19.585 Attentions



¡Your donations
contribute to!

Our mission is that our Aula will
always be a space of well-being for
the children. 
In 2007 the physical plant was
inaugurated, so it is necessary to
continue contributing to the welfare
of the classroom to provide quality to
children, through: 

01 Improving classroom
infrastructure

02 Buying children's books

Purchase of materials03

Carrying out social
activities

04

05 Toy purchase

06 Acquisition of
technological devices for
the classroom.



¡Your donations
contribute to!

07 Celebration of special
dates

Such as: 

Christmas 

Childhood Cancer
Day

World Kidney Day

Children's Day

Halloween

Women's and men's
day
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“In the classroom we can recharge
ourselves with hope”

Mother of Cancer Patient Hospital San Vicente
Fundación

www.dona.co
302 221 4523

444 13 33 ext. 2449
donaciones@sanvicentefundacion.com
Calle 64 # 51 D - 154 Medellín - Colombia

https://www.sanvicentefundacion.com/dona
https://wa.me/573022214523
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Calle+64+%23+51+D+-+154++Medell%C3%ADn+-+Colombia?entry=gmail&source=g

